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DISCLAIMER AND/OR LEGAL NOTICES:
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“He who has a thing to sell and goes and whispers in a well, is not so apt to get the dollars
as he who climbs a tree and hollers.”
- Author Unknown

Why Your Website Isn’t Making
The Money You Want…
And What You Can Do About It
If you’re wondering why your website
doesn’t make any money...
If you operate a website that tries to sell
something, and you wish you could get
more sales and make more profit...
If you’ve tried all kinds of things like banner
ads, ezines, “safe lists”, traffic “blasters”,
ebooks, home study courses, yadda, yadda,
yadda... and nothing seems to work...
Then this could be the most important
letter you read this year.
Here’s why...
You’re Getting Ripped Off
Nine times out of ten, the problem with
every underperforming web site is the
sales copy. You know, the words on the site
that are supposed to persuade people to
buy.
Most website copy is so terrible it sends prospects running for their lives, with a hand on their
back pocket, to keep you out of their wallets.
If your sales copy is losing your sales instead of making you sales - you’re getting ripped off! If I
were you, I’d be mad as hell.
Is your website getting you the results you want?
Are you making as many sales as you’d like?
Would you like to make more profit than you are now?
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Then keep reading, and learn how a simple change in your copy can boost your sales by as much
as 317%... or even more.
But first, let’s answer a critical question...

Why You Should Believe Me
Here’s why you can believe what I say when it comes to copywriting...
You can believe me because of my persuasive copy - and you can (and should) believe me
because of who I write for.
My list of clients who trust me to write their sales copy reads like a “Who’s Who” of the online
marketing world.
Here’s a partial list of my clients:
Mark Victor Hansen
Frank Kern
Alex Mandossian
Armand Morin
Willie Crawford
Joel Comm
Matt Gill
Stu McLaren
Matt Callen
Mike Litman
Pat Lovell
Ed Dale
Matt Bacak
Ken McArthur
Dr. Mike Woo-Ming
Brad Callen
Frank Garon
Jack Canfield
Holly Cotter
Kevin Wilke
It’s my star-studded copywriting client list that sets me apart from 99% of all other online
copywriters.
And please don’t just take my word for it; listen to what my copywriting clients themselves have
to say about my work...
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“Over $500,000 From a Single Letter” Dr. Mike Woo-Ming
“His Track Record Is Stellar!”
Tom Beal
“He Writes Fantastic Copy That Sells!”
Stu McLaren
“Nobody Else Touches My Copy.”
Frank Garon

The “Infamous” Frank Kern Email
Frank Kern, one of the best copywriters alive, and the guy behind the biggest launches (millions
of dollars in mere minutes) in the Internet Marketing world, sent me the following email when
he received the first piece of copy I wrote for him...

That’s an actual screenshot from my Mac...I did blur out one of the words. Frank uses
somewhat colorful language from time to time...
If these top-notch professional marketers trust me with their copy...it tells you just this one
thing: they know my copy gets results.
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How Almost Every Online Business Goes Wrong
It’s easier to understand how to fix a business if we first understand how it got messed up to
begin with. Here’s how it happens for most online businesses:
1. Someone has an idea for a product or a service.
2. That same someone plans their businesses carefully.
3. Then they slap up a website...and wait for the orders.
Guess what happens?
Nothing, that’s what.
Most websites are like a Western Ghost town. You can practically see the tumbleweeds
blowing down the empty streets.

A Gun To Your Head: Which Will You Choose?
What’s the most important thing on your website?
Is it the pictures? Or is it the words?
If someone put a gun to your head and said,“Choose!
You either get pictures, or you get words - but you can’t have both. Which is it?”
The hammer on the gun clicks back...
I hope you answered,“The words.”

It’s The Words On Your Site That Do The Selling!
The problem is, of course, coming up with just the right words.
Direct response advertising experts know that changing just one word in a headline, or
“tweaking” one paragraph or layout element, can result in sales increases.
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But before we get into the secrets of what makes a great ad (and make no mistake, your
website itself is indeed an ad), let’s ask (and answer) a more basic question...

What Is Advertising?
Back in 1904, a man named Albert Lasker was the head of advertising for Lord and Thomas
Advertising. Lasker received an unusual note:

Kennedy was an unknown copywriter looking for a break, and had no way of knowing that
Lasker had been searching for a true “definition of advertising” for over 7 years.
During the meeting that followed, Kennedy spoke three words that changed the world of
advertising forever. When Lasker asked Kennedy what advertising really is, Kennedy said,
“Salesmanship in print.”

Salesmanship In Print
Every time someone visits your website, a sale is made.
Every time.
1. Either you are selling the visitor on the idea they need to buy your product...
2. Or they are selling themselves on the idea that they don’t need to buy your product.
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If you hired a salesman to work for you in the “real world”, and 100 people were interested
enough to come through the door, but none of them bought...what would you do?
You’d either fire that salesperson, or you’d get them some sales training real fast.
The same should hold true for your website or your direct mail sales letters! The words - the
sales copy - on your website are your salesman (remember, it’s “salesmanship in print”).
If the sales copy on your site is not making enough sales (you should get a bare minimum 1%
conversion rate - that is, 1 out of every 100 visitors should buy something) you either need to
fix your copy—or replace it!
Let’s look at some tips on what your copy needs to be doing for you...

Four Things Your Copy MUST Do Or You Lose Money!
There are four key tasks your copy must accomplish:
1. Your copy MUST get your reader’s Attention. Your
headline must grab your reader’s eyes and draw them
into your site; it must hit them between the eyes, so that
just for a moment they stop and read what you have to
say.
2. Your copy MUST keep your reader’s Interest. The body
of your copy must keep drawing them down into your
story (after the headline has sucked them in). It must
keep the reader glued to the page - the deeper they get
into your story, the more likely they will buy.
3. Your copy MUST inflame your reader’s Desire. Your
copy must do more than just present a good logical case
for your product; it must make your reader long for the
product; it must inflame the reader’s desire so that they
feel they must have the benefits your product offers.
4. Your copy MUST spur your reader to Action.
Remember how I said every time someone visits your
site, a sale is made? You need action! You need them to
click the button marked “BUY”! Powerful copy makes this
happen.
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A Four-Letter Word That
Increases Sales Every Time
Okay, it’s not really a four-letter“word”... because it’s not really even a word. It’s an acronym. But I’ll
get to that in a moment...
Before I spell out the one and only true formula for effective selling (whether it be in print, on the
web, on the radio, or face to face) I really want you to STOP ALL OTHER ACTIVITY.

WARNING: Your tendency is going to be to read the following formula and say something like
one (or all) of the statements below:
1.“Oh yeah, I already knew that. Big deal.”
2.“That’s Advertising 101. I want something new.”
3.“My prospects are different.This won’t work for them.”
Please forgive me for being blunt: BULL.
Even if you’ve“heard it before”, I urge you to look at what I’m about to tell you with“fresh eyes”, and
to take some time to“think through”the ideas. Here it is:

Attention + Interest + Desire = Action
...this is the marketer’s formula better known by its acronym: AIDA.

“So Why The Big Deal
About AIDA, Ray?”
Here’s why I am making such a big deal about this: most people have heard of the AIDA formula.
And most people promptly go right out and ignore it.
It’s easy to ignore, after all. It’s easier to think about what you want instead of what your prospect or
customers want. It’s hard to get into the prospects frame of mind. But if you can manage to do it...
...if you can get into the same“thought-stream”as your prospects, and learn what they want, how
they want to receive it, and why it’s important to them...
...you’ll find that they trust you so much they can’t wait to whip out those credit cards and buy from
you!
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Why Other Businesses Fail,
And How You Can Avoid The Same Fate
I estimate that maybe as many as 90% of all business people, ad copywriters, speakers,
salespeople, and media salespeople just don’t follow the AIDA formula. Amazing, but true.
Most business people, copywriters, and marketers get hung up on the wrong things, like:
Making sure the site/letter/mailer/brochure looks slick
and “big time”.
Looking impressive to their peers.
Talking about themselves (“we’ve been in business 20
years”...“we’re the Number One company in our field”...).
Being “creative” or “funny” without knowing if that
helps get them to their goal.
Being “professional” while sacrificing sales and
prospects.
Being lazy and using the same tired formula approach
for every piece of copy.
Writing the copy themselves without knowing what
really works in copy, and why.
And yet - with just a little bit of work, and perhaps some help from someone who knows what
they’re doing, it could all be so different.
If you get nothing else out of reading this ebook, I hope you’ll get this...
...analyze every advertising and sales activity in your business, and ask yourself: does this
follow the AIDA sequence? If it doesn’t - change that activity or advertising, or get rid of it
altogether.
It’s possible that this alone will turn around your business.
What if the only thing between you a pile of money... is words?

What Do All My Million-Dollar Clients Have In
Common… And How Can YOU Benefit From It?
Simple.
I wrote their copy.
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And I used a very specific formula to do it. It works with startling reliability.
And because I’m booked months in advance, and my rates are embarrassingly high… hiring me
to write copy if simply out of reach for most people.
That’s why in this book I’m going to show you my formula and explain it in detail.
Will you be able, after finishing this book, to write a salesletter that can compete with one of
mine? Probably not, in most cases. That’s okay. Because you will write salesletters that kick the
crap out of those written by anyone else.
And you know what? Maybe you have the innate talent to kick my butt – and if that’s the case,
then more power to you!
Ready? Let’s get down to it..

The Building Blocks That Make Up
a Great Salesletter
The primary selling point of your website is your sales letter.
This is where most decisions to buy are made. The typical sales letter has fifteen basic elements.

1. The pre-head.
The pre-head is also sometimes referred to as the “eyebrow”. I guess that assumes that you think
of a sales letter as a face. Because it’s usually at the top left of the sales letter and it’s usually a
sentence fragment, it may look a little bit like an eyebrow.
It might look something like this:“Attention Pug Owners!” Now if you’re the owner of a dog that
belongs to the Pug group, that’s going to grab your attention.
How do I know? Because I am a proud Pug owner and I can tell you anytime I see something
that’s directed to Pug owners, it’s got my attention. I want to know: What do you have for me?
What might I be able to spend my money on for my dog?
That’s how the pre-head works. It is a short sentence fragment designed to grab the reader’s
initial attention. It works very well regardless of what your product might be.
If you have a product that’s designed to help people learn to play guitar, the pre-head could
simply be: “Attention, wannabe guitar students!” Or, if you have a product that’s targeted toward
people learning to fly airplanes it could be:“Attention, student pilots!” Or, if your product is for
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parents whose children suffer from ADHD it could be:“Attention, parents of ADHD kids!” I think
you see the principle involved here.
You’re targeting the prime prospect for your message and you’re qualifying them. You’re saying,
in essence,“Do you belong to this group? If you do, this message is for you. Pay attention!” That’s
what the pre-head is about.

2. The headline.
The headline is the ad for the rest of the ad. Its job is to make the reader want to keep on
reading. Specifically, to get them to read the next sentence. That’s all your headline has to do.
Studies show that you have about two seconds to
grab the attention of people who are coming to
your copy for the first time. That’s how long it’s
going to take them to decide whether they’re going
to keep on reading or not. In many cases, they’re
going to click the button and they’ll be gone.
So you’ve got to do your job well in the headline
and really grab their attention and get their focus.
You will frequently see the headline in larger type
and sometimes in a different color (red is used most
often). This truly is the ad for the rest of the ad. The
headline is something you need to spend a lot of
time working on.
What exactly do I mean by “ad”? Well, the kinds of
websites that we’re writing are websites that sell.
Often they’re referred to as a “sales letter” website
and what that means is that they’re written in letter format as if it were a letter on paper. Often
it’s on one long scrolling web page.
This is the primary tool of the online marketer, because it’s been proven to be pretty much the
most effective tool. I refer to that as an ad and I also refer to an e-mail that’s trying to make a
sale as an ad and I also refer to a Google AdWords ad as an ad. Whatever copy you’re writing, for
the purposes of our discussion in this book, is an ad.
Each of those items that I just mentioned - the e-mail, the sales letter, AdWords - has a headline,
so the principles apply, even though the execution may be somewhat different. You can
compare this formula to just about any sales letter you encounter online and I think you’re going
to see that they all follow it pretty much to the letter.

3. The deck copy.
Some people call this the sub-head, but I think that’s inaccurate because we have another block
in our stack of building blocks that we’re going to call a sub-head, so I want to distinguish that
from the copy that comes right underneath the headline.
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The deck copy will be a block of type that is usually in black bold type, and set apart from the
rest of the text. It comes between the headline and the beginning of the letter.
The job of the deck copy is to reinforce the impact of the idea proposed in the headline and to
also arouse more curiosity. If this is a little bit nebulous to you, please don’t worry about it. We’ll
have some case studies later on that will explain it more fully.

4. The body.
This is the bulk of your text. This comprises most of your sales letter. It also contains all the other
elements that we’re about to list. You can almost look at these top four as the main elements of
the letter and the remaining parts as sub-elements that fall within the body.

Before we move on with the list, let’s say a word or two about how to do the research necessary
to write your ad. The first thing I would do is a simple Google search on your product and, also
on your target market (Example: search “Pug” as well as “Pug owner”, “Pug lover”, “Pug training”,
etc.) Try to form in your mind what your market is looking for and start searching for keywords
that they might search for. In other words, pretend you’re a Pug owner wanting to find out
what’s available for your poochie.
Another way to do it is think about the generic terms used for the product category that you’re
working with, take those generic terms and combine them with the word,“forum”. That’s a great
way to find places where people are discussing your topic online. You can just lurk, read the
threads in the discussion forums and see what people are talking about, and what topics keep
coming up over and over again.
If you find teleseminars hosted in the market that you’re writing copy for, get on those calls and
listen to the questions that are asked. If they’re “real world” seminars, go to those seminars and
talk to people who are there - not about your product, but about their problems. Especially
attend the question and answer sessions at real world seminars. Listen to the questions that
people are asking.
There’s a somewhat infamous story about Armand Morin - who is a huge success in Internet
marketing – attending one of his first seminars. He was taking notes, but not very many notes.
Someone with him asked him,“Armand, aren’t you getting much out of this?”
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He said,“It’s great! I’m getting a lot out of this!”
His friend said,“But you’re not taking very many notes.”
He said,“Oh, I’m just writing down the questions that people are asking. That’s how I’m going to
know what products to create.”

5. Sub-heads.
These are smaller headlines that separate the major sections of your sales letter. I refer to them
as the “bucket brigade” of your copy.
In the olden days before there were automobiles and big red trucks flying out of the fire station,
there was the bucket brigade. This was simply a group of people who would run down to the
river or the lake and form a line between the water and the burning building. They would be
within arm’s reach of one another, passing the buckets back and forth.
The person nearest the water would scoop up a bucket of water, hand it to the next person in
line and it would get passed along until it reached the burning building. Then the bucket would
be returned to be re-filled. That’s how they would put the fire out.
I’d like to take credit for inventing the bucket brigade theory of copy…but I can’t. I don’t know
if David Garfinkel is the person who originated that terminology or not, but he’s who I heard it
from first.
The sub-heads act like your own bucket brigade. They lead your reader through the body of
your copy to get the gist of your message. My good friend and colleague Michel Fortin would
tell you there are three things that prospects who read your copy never do at first (notice he said
“at first”, the job of your copy is to change that!)
They never read anything at first: they never believe anything at first; and they never do
anything at first. The explanation of what that means is simple. At first they’re not going to read
your letter. At first they’re going to glance at your headline and decide whether you’re getting
any more of their attention.
If you hold their attention, then there are three things they’re going to do next. They’re going
to“skim, scroll and scan”(again, credit goes to Michel Fortin.) They’re going to skim through your
letter and see if there’s anything of interest to them. They’re going to skim your sub-heads to
get the gist of the story that you’re telling.
They’re going to scroll down your letter as they skim and they’re going to scan it for things that
they are interested in. If you can capture their attention while they’re doing this, you’ve
overcome the first thing they never do. Remember they never read anything at first. If and only
if, you’ve captured their attention during this process of “skim, scroll and scan,” with your
powerful headline and persuasive sub-heads, they will go back to the top of your letter and
begin to read.
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The second thing people never do is they never
believe anything at first. So now that they’re reading,
the job of your copy becomes to overcome their
disbelief and their skepticism and tell them the story
they wanted to hear from the beginning.
I had a conversation with somebody today, talking
about the difference between manipulation and
persuasion. In my book, manipulation is using tricks to
convince people to do things they didn’t want to do in
the first place; things that are not in their best interest.
Persuasion, on the other hand, is using tactics to
persuade people to do something that is in their best
interest and that they wanted to do to start with.
Think about your own experience when you’re online and searching for something, perhaps a
copywriting course. At first, you’re going to “skim, scroll and scan” the website and decide if this
is for you. When you see there are some things that interest you, you stop and begin reading.
What you really want is to be convinced that this copywriting course will answer your questions
and provide you with the ability to make more sales on your website.
That’s what your prospects want as well. That’s the difference between manipulating them and
persuading them. If you can get past the fears that cause them to object to doing what you ask
them to do, then you can move them to the next of those three things that people never do at
first; which is people never do anything. They never buy anything at first, but if you’ve overcome
the first two, overcoming the third is often just a matter of asking, so the sub-heads serve as the
bucket brigade that moves that process along.

6. The lead.
This is the beginning of the body of the sales letter. This is the part that comes after“Dear Friend”.
It can be one paragraph, two or several. Sometimes it consists of a simple “if, then” statement,
sometimes it consists of a story that is intended to persuade you to a certain way of thinking.
The lead sets the criteria of who the letter is intended for and what they stand to gain by reading
it. Think of the classic lead which goes something like this:“If you’ve struggled to lose weight, if
you’ve tried every diet imaginable, if you’ve taken every pill, if you’ve tried exercise routines,
machines and personal coaches and you still haven’t taken the weight off; then you’re about to
read the letter you’ve been waiting for all your life. Here’s why:”
That’s a lead. Does it do what we just talked about? Does it set the criteria of who the letter is
for? Does it tell you what you stand to gain by reading the letter? Apparently it’s going to tell
you how to lose the weight even if you’ve tried all this other stuff that never worked. It doesn’t
say,“By the way the reason you won’t lose the weight is because you won’t stop eating”, but that’s
a different discussion.
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7. Rapport.
What we mean by rapport is relationship building. People like three kinds of people: One, those
who are like themselves; Two, those who are like the way they would like to be, and Three, those
who like them back. Those are the keys to building rapport. Rapport is building your
relationship, a friendly relationship that makes a person feel understood and valued.
Rapport demonstrates that you know the reader’s pain; that you understand their problems and
that you have some common experiences that you can share that proves you understand their
pain.
Dr. Stephen Covey’s book The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People says that one of those
habits is to seek first to understand, then to be understood. That’s what building rapport is all
about. This should not be a manipulative process, although it can be used for those purposes,
however, I hope that you won’t.
All these techniques that we discuss, these psychological tactics, are powerful motivators of
human behavior. I hope you understand when I tell you that I want you to promise to only use
them for good purposes, I mean it. These very tactics that we use in writing good sales copy,
persuasive sales copy can also be used to manipulate other people to do things that are not in
their best interest.
I refuse to use these tactics that way and it is my hope that you will as well. Rapport building is
a powerful tactic for persuading certain behaviors, so use it with care. We’re going to spend
some time later going through some principles of rapport and some very specific tactics you
can use to build it, including certain kinds of stories you can tell, certain kinds of mental
constructs that you can set up in your prospect’s mind that will put them more in your camp
without them even realizing it.

8. Credibility.
You often see this section of a sales letter started with a sub-head that says “Who am I and why
should you listen to me?” That’s a classic sub-head line that is often used by marketers. It works.
You must build credibility with your prospects in order for them to lower the resistance they’re
naturally feeling.
People are afraid. When they’re shopping online, they’re afraid of giving you their credit card.
They’re afraid of giving you their e-mail address, their contact information. They’re afraid you’re
going to rip them off. One of the keys to overcoming this fear is to establish your credibility.
Establishing your credibility will answer the top question that they have once they’ve started
reading your letter and that is,“Why should I listen to what this person has to say?”

9. Bullets.
A bullet is a brief statement that identifies a single benefit offered by your product or service. It
usually doesn’t reveal how that benefit is derived.
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What do I mean? First of all, the reason they’re called bullets is because they often appear in
bullet point fashion on a sales letter. That’s because bullet points are extremely scannable;
they’re easy to read. There’s lots of white space around them, they’re short, they’re punchy and
if you format them correctly, someone can gather a lot of information by scanning over bullets
very quickly.
Copy that converts at a high rate (makes a lot of sales) usually has a lot of bullets. Bullets are very
powerful sales tools and I’m going to urge you to use quite a bit of them. That’s why we will
spend an entire chapter on writing bullets and how it’s done. There are some very specific
techniques that I think you’re going to find very helpful. What’s an example of a great bullet?
Here’s one from a sales letter written by Clayton Makepeace - he’s actually the highest paid
copywriter alive.
This is a bullet from one of his sales letters. “Close the deal fast! My stunningly simple secrets for
closing more sales in a month than most writers do in a year. You’ll discover the six foundations
of a powerful close. Seven never-fail closing themes that work for any assignment plus two
closing blunders that could cost you everything at that final decisive moment.” Now, don’t you
wonder what those are?
That’s the purpose of a bullet, to create that curiosity reaction that makes you think,“I’ve got to
know what that is!” Think about your own experience with buying products from websites.
Have you ever bought a product because you just had to know what one specific bullet was
talking about? I have! I’ll raise my hand. I’ve had that experience and I’ll bet you have too.

10. Testimonials.
This is third party verification that your solution does what it claims to do. These third parties
are credible people who know. In other words, people who have used your product or service,
liked it and are willing to endorse it.
We’ve all seen them. We’ve all seen testimonials used. Most of us probably know by now that
just using someone’s initials in a testimonial is not as effective as using their full name.
You know if I have a testimonial on my website that says “Ray is one of the best copywriters I’ve
ever seen and I’ve never hired anyone
else to write copy for me until I hired
Ray” and the initials below it say “J.W.”,
that’s not nearly as effective as if the
name below that quote is “Jeff Walker”.
It would be even more effective if we
had Jeff Walker’s website address and
some audio or video from Jeff Walker.
Why is that? It’s more believable. The
most believable testimonial is one that
is done on video and obviously not
done by an actor. We can all tell when
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a real person gives a truly heartfelt testimonial on video as opposed to when an actor or actress
gives a testimonial. So, you want to do everything you can to make your testimonials as
believable as possible. Usually that means getting a video testimonial.
The next best thing is to get a photograph of the person, not a studio shot, but a candid shot
with their full name and website address, or even better, their phone number. Most people
won’t agree to do that and you must be respectful of that, but any clients of mine who have used
testimonials with phone numbers report that not very many people actually call the phone
number. Those that do just really want to determine if it’s a real person, so the calls are generally
very short.
Using the phone number of someone who’s giving you a testimonial really enhances the
believability of that testimonial. This starts to tie a lot of these elements of a sales letter together.
The testimonial enhances believability, which enhances credibility, which means people let their
guard down, which means it’s easier to build rapport and to get them to accept your lead in the
premise of your headline. Do you see how these things begin to weave together? That’s how
we form the fabric of a good sales letter.
Now, if you’re just starting out, of course, you may not have any testimonials yet. In this case, you
could use quotes from famous people, as long as it’s clear you’re not implying that the famous
person is personally endorsing your product. (If they are, good for you!)
For example, if you have a product about doing better advertising, you could include this
quote from Mark Twain inside a testimonial box:“Many a small thing has been made large by
the right kind of advertising.”
Now that isn’t specifically about your product, but it supports your premise that advertising is
important and it can make a difference in your business. Besides, it’s from Mark Twain! People
will read that and think “Mark Twain’s a genius. This guy must know what he’s talking about!”
You can also use quotes from articles in research from credible sources. If you have a quote from
a story you saw on CNN you can use that, as long as you stay inside the boundaries of fair use.
You can’t steal someone’s copyrighted material, but you can certainly use quotations from
people in authority that would be persuasive with your audience.

11. Value justification.
This is where you start to talk about how valuable your product, service or solution actually is to
the user. You highlight the value to your offer and you want to do it in a way that contrasts it
favorably to the price. Here’s a good example:
If you are selling a course that teaches people how to save at least $10,000 on their income tax,
then you would talk about the fact that they’re going to save at least $10,000 and some people
will even save $14,000, $20,000 - or whatever those numbers might be.
Then when you talk about the price of your product being $500, that contrasts very favorably
with the $10,000 in savings. I mean really, who wouldn’t hand over $500 in order to get $9500
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back? Jay Abraham teaches that principle this way:“Would you give me a quarter if I give you a
dollar in return?” That’s the value proposition that you’re trying to set up or “value justification”.

12. Risk reversal.
Now, we’ve gone through this whole process of getting the reader’s attention, building the case
that we have a solution to their problem, leading them to the place of building rapport,
establishing our credibility, showing them all the benefits of our product, showing them how it’s
worked for other people and establishing how valuable the product could be. Now we come to
the real crux of the matter: removing any sense of risk-taking that our prospect may be feeling.
The simplest form of the risk reversal is simply to say you have a 100% money back guarantee.
You’re telling them in effect “Try the product. If it doesn’t work you get your money back, so
what have you got to lose?”
Now of course you have a couple of things to overcome. First of all, people have heard the
phrase “100% money back guarantee” so often that it has become audio wallpaper to them. It
has lost a lot of its meaning because it’s been used so often, it’s almost a cliché.
Your job is to find a way to express the guarantee or the risk reversal in such a way that you’re
taking all the risk off their shoulders and putting it onto yours, so that they feel they’re taking no
risk at all.
Frank Kern was the first person that I know of who really put this principle to work when he was
selling e-books. Instead of just saying “You get a 100% money back guarantee when ordering
my e-book”, he said something to this effect:“Download my e-book, read it and if you don’t like
it, then just e-mail me and I’ll give you all your money back. I’m taking a risk by doing this. I can’t
make you give the e-book back. I can’t get the atoms back off your computer when you
download the digital e-book, so you could just order the e-book, ask for a refund and rip me off,
but I’m going to trust that you’re not going to do that to me.” What Frank did in those few
sentences was he made it obvious that the risk was really all his.
The risk was not being taken by the prospect at all. And yes, it’s true, a certain percentage of
people will do exactly what Frank said, they will rip someone off by downloading the e-book and
immediately asking for the refund, but not most people - most people are honest.
By describing the situation in those terms, it’s really not any different than saying they have a
100% money back guarantee. It’s just using different language that more vividly illustrates the
fact that the seller is taking all the risk, not the buyer. That’s what risk reversal is all about –
making it very clear that you’re the one taking the risk, not the buyer. By doing so, you remove
one of the biggest obstacles to making the sale.

13. The bonus.
Your bonus is a related but unexpected gift that enhances the value of your offer. I want you to
think carefully about what I just said - it’s unexpected. Those of us in the marketing world expect
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there’s always going to be a bonus, so we don’t count, but in markets that are not accustomed
to seeing sales letters or not accustomed to studying them, they’re often surprised.
In fact they’re usually surprised. Let’s say you’re selling an information product, a course on how
to lose 30 pounds in 30 days, and people are reading your sales letter where you’re going to give
them instruction in how to do this very remarkable thing: losing 30 pounds in 30 days. They
notice at the bottom of the page that you’re offering a bonus. It’s a workbook. This workbook
will give them a place to record their progress and it’s absolutely free, if they order today.
It’s worth $19, but you’re going to give it to them for free. Now that’s an unexpected bonus, it’s
related to your primary offer, and it’s valuable. It increases or enhances the value of your offer.
That is a good bonus. The mistake I see people making in their online sales letters is offering
bonuses that are not related to the product that they’re selling and that don’t enhance the value
of their product.
Think of the bonus as the “extra degree”. Here’s what I mean: it takes 212 degrees of heat to boil
water, so you could be at 211 degrees and the water is not boiling. That’s the situation you’re in
with your prospect who’s reading your sales letter. If you’ve done all the other parts right, you’re
at 211 degrees and you need to find a way to get that extra degree to make that water boil, to
make the sale happen. Your bonus is that extra degree, the nudge that pushes them over the
edge.

14. The offer.
Or the call to action, as it’s sometimes called. This is
simply where you ask for the order and you tell the
reader what to do. Basically you say “Okay, these are the
details of what I’m selling you and here’s what you need
to do: click this button and order now.” “Order your copy
now.” “Download this product immediately.” “Get
instant access.”, however you’re going to phrase it, you’re
basically saying “Okay, now it’s time for you to buy. I’ve
explained all the reasons why, now you need to buy it.”
Oddly enough, this is often a place where people take a
step back and become shy and reclusive; not as
aggressive as they should be in asking for the sale. By
the way, this also happens in real world sales - face to
face selling. Often a sales person will be at an
appointment or in an encounter with a potential buyer
and will go through the entire process of selling, but
won’t ask for the sale.
You have to ask for the sale in order to get it. I guarantee
you’ll lose 100% of the sales that you don’t ask for.
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15. The PS.
Don’t underestimate this one.
I know it’s kind of a cliché that online sales letters have five, six or ten PS‘s. Don’t engage in that
nonsense, but the research that I’ve done shows that either one or three PS’s seem to work best.
You certainly don’t need any more than that.
I usually just use one. Here’s why the PS is important: Remember that readers skim, scroll and
scan. They start at the top and scroll all the way to the bottom. Why? Because they want to
know,“What is this person selling and how much is it?” and that’s usually near the bottom of the
page.
So, often they’ll scroll all the way to the bottom, and if you put a good, properly formatted PS at
the bottom, you can restate your entire proposition in one sentence. This is the place where you
sum up the top benefit that your product offers and you give them a link to be able to buy it.
If you have the ability to track where your clicks come from, you’ll find that often your sale comes
from a click on the PS, so it’s important that you have at least one PS on your sales letter and that
it sums up the top benefit of your product and it offers a link for people to click on so they can
buy.
Those are, very simply, the fifteen basic elements of a sales letter. Other experts may have more
components, or less, or different sub-categories, but if you consult several and pool the results, I
think you will come up with a list very similar to this one.
One of the keys to writing good copy is doing good market research. Everything we do when
we’re writing our copy, and every one of those fifteen basic elements is built around one
principle and that is that we know what our prospects want.
What you’re trying to do is join the conversation already taking place in the mind of the
prospect. You want to get the reaction of, “Yes that’s exactly what I want!” You want them to
react, to read your copy and say “Yes, me too, that’s how I feel” or “Yeah, I’ve always wondered
what the answer to that is, too.”
You must get your prospect to want to read your letter first. Then you must draw them into your
story, and build rapport – all before you start selling them anything.
As we’re going to do in most of the chapters in this book, we’re going to look at some real-world
examples of the topic, so you can visualize the principles you want to grasp.
Here is an excellent example from a site called www.VeterinarySecretsRevealed.com. Dr. Andrew
Jones is the owner of this site. He is a veterinarian in Nelson, BC and he also happens to be a
client of mine.
We’ve worked together over the course of the last year or so, on his copy, his marketing and so
forth. Although I did help to construct the foundations of this site, Dr. Jones has actually worked
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on this, tweaking, testing and improving it, so I can’t claim 100% credit for what you see on his
web page today.
What I want you to look at on Dr. Jones’ site here is the headline. “You CAN Safely and Effectively
Cure 60 Common Dog and Cat Illnesses and Diseases at Home Now!” This headline is great
because it covers a big issue for dog and cat owners.
First of all, it addresses both audiences, and doesn’t exclude one at the expense of the other. The
big issue for them is - and I know this, I can relate to it because I’m a pet owner - I want to be able
to take care of my pets but I want to be able to do it safely, so is there a way I can safely cure
some of their problems at home?

The big issue is addressed right up top. Now the frustration with this issue is, if you do any kind
of research online at all, if you look around for natural remedies for pets and so forth you will find
there are all kinds of answers online. Some of them are crazy. There are weird people out there
suggesting some very bizarre things that you do to or feed to your animals, so the problem is,
who do you believe?
How do I know who’s credible? The deck copy underneath the headline says “Don’t know who
to believe, where to start or what is really best for your pet?” Yes that’s my frustration, that’s my
top frustration! Then the deck copy goes on to say, “Read on I’ll show you how to make some
simple and inexpensive changes which can extend your pet’s life plus you can see my free
video.”
Now do you remember what the deck copy does? It reinforces the concept in the headline and
it creates some curiosity. Dr. Jones’ site does this perfectly. Do you see how this works? Curiosity,
free video, I want to know more so I’m going to read on. That’s the job of this copy at the top of
the page.
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One other thing I’ll point out on Dr. Jones’ site is, he is a doctor. Being a doctor provides you with
instant credibility. That’s something he’s able to establish right at the top in the salutation part
of his letter where it says “From Dr. Andrew Jones”.
By the way, you’ll notice that in the picture at the top, Dr. Jones is wearing his white lab coat and
his stethoscope. Instantly that says to the western mind,“Ah…an authority figure, someone who
knows what they’re talking about.”

Here is a site that I wrote for Holly Cotter, who is a very well known online marketer. What I want
to point out here in this case study is how well-tailored it is to the people that Holly is writing to.
It’s targeted to her specific prospects. She knows the mind of the prospect and is able to join
that conversation. I know this because we had extensive conversations about who her market
was before I wrote this copy.

Some of you are going to read this headline and think “My goodness, that’s a very good
headline”, which it is. We tried a number of different headlines and this one far and away outperformed the others. So while it may seem like wordy copy, it works for the people it’s intended
to sell to. Sometimes your personal sense of aesthetics does not help you get the job done
when it comes to selling your products or services.
The pre-head here is long. It says “Warning you’re about to read a shocking report that all the
gurus are furious at me for releasing, but I’m going to do it anyway. Read my story now as I
expose the truth about what it really takes for an average person to make a fortune on the
Internet.” Again I know this might seem a bit over-hyped for some of us, but for the market that
is open to reading this kind of material and especially to Holly’s market which is a lot of stay at
home, single moms and so forth, this performs beautifully and gets results.
The headline says,“How being a childcare worker with no money, no experience and no Internet
skills gave me an unfair advantage at making $22,527.33 in just three months on the Internet
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and why I’m convinced anyone can do the same once you follow my step-by-step video
tutorials.” A bit wordy perhaps, but I’ll point out some of the things that are happening in this
headline.
First of all, we understand that she’s a childcare worker - or was when she had this experience.
She had no money; she was completely broke when she started. It’s a fascinating and true story.
If you’d like to read it, go to PassiveProfitStreams.com. It’s worth reading just to see what
happened to Holly, what she needed to overcome, and what she was able to accomplish.
She goes on to say “no money, no experience, no Internet skills” which she says gave her an
advantage. The amount of money she made - $22,000 in three months – may not seem like
much money for a lot of people, but for her market it seems like a fortune. It’s a specific number
and a true number; which are two very important distinctions to make.
Then she goes on to explain that anybody could do what she did if they just follow her step-bystep videos. As you scroll down this website you’ll see there are videos there. So once again you
can see the principles of the pre-head and the headline doing their job and pulling people down
into the copy.
The example here is some copy that I wrote for Internet marketer Matt Bacak based in Atlanta,
Georgia. This is for a website that I wrote for him called The Internet Millionaire Intensive.

Notice first of all, that it starts with a headline inside the offer box. “Yes, Matt, I want my business
system set up for me.” This is the main benefit of the entire package.
If you happen to go to InternetMillionaireIntensive.com, you will see that this is a very expensive
weekend workshop. It’s $5,500, but they sell seats to this workshop month in and month out
from that website.
Reading the page, you’re going to see lots of things that are offered and lots of features of the
workshop, the bottom line is this workshop is for somebody who wants somebody to do it for
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them. That’s what Matt does at this workshop. He sets up the system for people. You pay the
money. You show up. Matt and his staff do the work.
You’ll notice it begins with affirmative statements that are also aspirational. They’re made with
a vision of a positive outcome in mind.
“I want to generate more leads and sales, automate my marketing and delivery systems and be
able to depend on a consistent cash flow day after day; month after month.” That’s affirmative,
positive and aspirational - in other words, causing you to aspire to something.
“I want my autopilot system set up for me and I want to take my new business home with me
already loaded on my brand new laptop computer.” Then down below we begin the brief
summary and you can see the arrow pointing to that.
We start with the 1, 2, & 3 early on in the letter. We start with that brief summary of what they’re
going to get, the actual deliverables, for being at the workshop. Now look at the bottom of the
order form:

This is what comes right under the 1, 2 & 3, so it’s an unbroken visual. You can see that in the
checkboxes we restate the benefits and features of the offer.
As you look at these pages, one thing you might think is that getting web hosting technical
support and Google AdWords setup and a power squeeze and lead generation system are
features, not benefits. This is true, except that because of the way this particular offer is built,
these features are supportive of the benefit. That benefit is the fact that they’re going to set up
your business for you when you go to this workshop.
Therefore, in this particular offer you really have to think of the benefit as being the table top
and all these features being the legs that support the table, not the least of which is a brand new
laptop computer, the real closer for this deal.
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Notice the arrow that says it restates the value. Earlier in the letter we established in this copy
that all of the items that you’re receiving when you go to the workshop are worth over $79,000.
Then we contrast that with the actual investment of just $5500.
That brings up the importance of establishing the value of your offer. The right place to start
writing copy is the offer. What are you selling? What are the benefits (not the features)?
This next example is a site called Niche Revolution. Niche Revolution is a site created by Brad
and Matt Callen.
One thing you’ll notice is the use of checkmarks. Checkmarks are affirmative - they mean “yes”.
They bring to mind things like pilots doing a checklist on their aircraft before they take off. If
that thing has been taken care of, if it’s a done deal, if it’s affirmative, then the answer is
“check”…”yes”. That’s a subtle psychological tactic, but in people’s minds, checks mean “yes”.

This is Mark Victor Hansen’s website for Mega Book Marketing University. This university is for
book authors - or those who aspire to be book authors - who want to learn how to get their
books published, how to sell more of their books, promote them and get them on the best seller
list and so forth

I’m sure many of you have been told not to use graphics on your site, because it distracts from
the copy. In fact I have said things like that in the past. The truth is, the way people respond to
copy and sales techniques change. Something that has become very apparent in the last year
is that design is much more important than it used to be when selling information products,
seminars, software and so forth online. The graphic look of your website becomes more
important as you can see as you look at Mark Victor Hansen’s Mega Book Marketing University.
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It has a very nice graphic headline block and there’s information in this block. You will not often
see an attractive graphic, because most people don’t invest in a good graphic designer. If you’re
going to use graphics, it’s important to get somebody who knows what they’re doing to do the
graphics for you.
Notice, too, that the words that are in this graphic headline are not competing with the actual
headline of the sales letter. These are informational tidbits of language. Mark Victor Hansen’s
name is at the top. That’s important, because he’s a recognizable brand name to the people who
are prospects for this particular seminar event. Mega Book Marketing University is the name of
the event, which is right across the top. It’s also important to have the dates and location up
there, because that’s what people really want to know.
You must understand when people come to this website they’ve already gone through a
marketing process. They’ve already been through a squeeze/opt-in page that has pre-qualified
them as people who would be prospects for attending this particular conference. Often they’ve
listened to preview calls that have taught them about what the conference is about and what
they’re going to learn. It’s important to know how people have been pre-framed before they
come to a sales page in order to know why the sales page is constructed the way it is.
People who come to this particular page have some very specific questions in their mind. They
want to know,“Who should attend this event? Who’s going to be speaking? What can I learn?
Where is it? When is it? How do I register?” You’ll notice that all those pieces of information are
at the top of the website, right where they should be because those are the immediate things
people need to know. Now, if they just glance at that information and they’re not ready yet to
make a decision, they’ll move on to the sales letter.
That header graphic actually serves as an advanced form of the pre-head and the headline is
noted just below. It speaks to the main desires of the people who are prospects for attending
Mark’s Mega Book Marketing University. The headline reads “Best Selling Co-Author, One
Hundred Million plus Copies and Going Strong, listed in the Guinness Book of World Records
vows that in three short days he’ll show you everything you need to know to make your book a
best seller.”
That’s a tall claim, but those who come to this page are already familiar with the fact that Mark
Victor Hansen is one of the co-creators of Chicken Soup for the Soul - all those books, all that
merchandise. They’ve sold over 100 million copies of that particular series of books, so he has
enormous credibility. If there’s anybody who can teach you how to make your book a best seller,
it’s got to be Mark Victor Hansen or his co-creator Jack Canfield.
Then the deck copy says “Mega Book Marketing University 2007, the only event where best
sellers are created, discovered and launched” There’s a lot of strategy behind why those words
were written that way but we won’t get into that now as that’s a topic for a later chapter.
Next, let’s look at a headline case study for Keyword Legend which is software for people who
do keyword campaigns - Google AdWords, MSN,Yahoo and so forth. This is copy that I wrote for
Internet marketer Willie Crawford.
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You’ll notice the pre-head says “keyword dowsing rod finds floods of profitable keywords.” That
might not mean a lot to you but for someone who does a lot of pay-per-click advertising, that is
a powerful tool they would love to have.
In fact, in that particular market they’re constantly searching for software and lists of keywords.
This is something that they rabidly collect, so that’s who this particular copy is targeting. The
headline draws them in by saying, “Keyword research that once took hours now takes just
minutes and returns targeted lists of profitable keywords at the simple touch of a button.” You
see the star burst there that says “yes”? That’s the reaction that prospects for this software have
when they hear those words.
Because this market has seen lots of junk come down the pike, there’s a little bit of skepticism
involved. So, we begin to address that skepticism in the deck copy, by saying the following:“This
201,307 niche keyword database, millions of possible custom niche keywords has already made
fortunes for some… Will you be next?”
We’ve given a very specific number of keywords found in the database. For people who are
interested in this software, that’s going to be very intriguing, because they’re going to
understand that with 201,307 keywords, the combinations of those keywords are virtually
unlimited. They could find some very profitable keywords for their campaigns and that’s the
holy grail for people in the pay-per-click advertising market.
I want you to notice the subject line that’s highlighted that says “The real trick to making lots of
money”. I’ve labeled this a sub-issue. The sub-issue is this: people who have not had a great deal
of success in pay-per-click advertising are convinced there is a trick they don’t know and they
want to know what that trick is. This is something I discovered when I was doing research for
this particular sales copy, so right above the fold in the first screen they look at, I wanted to feed
on that and confirm their suspicions. “Yes, people, there is a trick and they’re not telling you
what it is, but I’m going to tell you on this web page!”
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We’re going to look at this next sales letter, and its two pieces, to study the lead and how it’s put
together, although I am going to start with the headline. This is a site I wrote for Dr. Mike Woo
Ming called LeadSupreme.com.

Dr. Mike, for those of you who don’t know, is a physician. He worked as a medical doctor in a
California hospital, when he got interested in Internet marketing a few years back and decided
he was going to retire from medicine and be a full time online marketer. This particular sales
letter is for a program that he and his partner teach, instructing people how to generate sales
leads on the Internet. Not just for Internet marketing, but sales leads for insurance salespeople,
real estate, magazine subscriptions, you name it. Generating leads is a very lucrative industry.
Dr. Mike and Howie Schwartz have developed a system that allows you to build huge lists of
sales leads, pretty much on automatic pilot. That’s what this sales letter is for. First of all, while
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this is a very profitable market, there’s a lot of skepticism for people who are interested in this
topic. The arrow pointing to the dashed box says “skepticism” in red letters because that’s what
we’re addressing with that box.
The copy says “No more hype, no more old news or rehash junk, finally the real truth in tactics
that can boost your marketing income, build real value into your business and set up residual
income streams.” We’re dealing with the skepticism, but immediately flipping it and talking
about some of the benefits of the product. This again underlines the importance of knowing
your market, getting inside their head and joining the conversation that’s already taking place
there.
Then the headline talks a little bit about Dr. Mike’s story, “California physician leaves medical
profession, makes a small fortune online, then accidentally discovers the secret of unlimited
streams of income. The most surprising part is that this startling secret has been hiding in plain
site all along.” That’s the story we focus on in the letter, but then we also did some positioning.
If you’re in a very competitive market, you can immediately reposition your competitors if you
say something like this: “Warning, you will not find this information in any home study course,
membership site, video manual or e-book and you will not learn it at any Internet marketing
seminar. Nobody is talking about this until now.” At that time it was true. There are some people
now who have begun talking about it, because Howie and Dr. Mike uncovered it, but at the time,
that was 100% true.
Skipping apart from the headline section, we’re going to get right to the lead and this is what I
want you to take a look at. This is what this case study is really all about. This kind of lead can
translate to virtually any kind of market you’re working in.
It says,“Dear Internet Marketer, if you’re looking for a way to make more money with your online
business that isn’t gimmicky and doesn’t depend on some ‘here today, gone tomorrow
scheme’… this letter could change your life. Here’s why.” Now that’s a classic format for starting
a lead.
Please also notice a couple of things that are being accomplished in this particular copy right
away. We talk about looking for a way to make more money that isn’t gimmicky and doesn’t
depend on some ‘here today, gone tomorrow’ tactic or scheme. That is often the case in Internet
marketing, so we’re addressing a problem they have while teasing them with the benefit.
Then we go on to say,“Maybe you’ve tried Adsense, affiliate marketing, mini sites, e-books or one
of the other many Internet marketing methods of creating online income and maybe you’re
making some money. In fact you may be making very good money as I was when I discovered
the hidden online oil well that I’m about to reveal to you.”

“Hidden online oil well” – now, that’s a very densely image-packed string of words. It’s hidden
so nobody else knows about it. It’s an ‘online oil well’ and we all think of an oil well as a source
of wealth that continues to pump out money day in and day out. Since an oil well is a wealth
producing asset, we’re saying a whole lot in just a very few words there.
“Then, perhaps you’re not quite satisfied with the income your online business is generating. I
know I was always in search of a way to build my streams of income and increase the leverage
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my online businesses give me. If you’re like a lot of people I talk to, you’d like to diversify your
income streams, maybe not being dependent on one monolithic company for your income.”
Now, we’re already moving into building rapport with the audience that’s reading this letter and
talking about something that’s on their mind which is the need to diversify their income. The
people who rely on pay-per-click advertising - which is who this letter was really written for - are
people who are heavily into making money through Adsense and so forth. They’re constantly
worried that something in Google’s algorithms is going to change and they’re suddenly going
to stop making money.
The reason they’re worried about that is because that happens pretty frequently and then they
have to change their approach. So this letter is written to people who are in that kind of
business and looking for a way to diversify their income with something a little more solid.
Therefore, we focus on that in the next sentence“You want to create a sustainable proven online
business that grows in value over time, a true asset you could pass on to someone or even sell
for a huge windfall profit.”
So this lead establishes rapport and really piques the interest of a very specific target audience
with a very specific set of problems. That is the function of a good lead.
Let’s look at another example. This case study is at a site called TheInternetMarketingDirt.com.
This is a newsletter published by my client, Matt Bacak, and it’s targeted toward people who are
interested in making money online, but haven’t had a lot of luck so far. It gets right to the
primary problem.

If you look at the subject line under where you see the date,“From”, and “Regarding” it says “Why
everybody is making money except you.” We put that in there again, for the people who are the
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prime prospects for buying this –the Internet marketers. Because that’s really what they think.
That’s their language, so we’re using it there:“Everybody’s making money but me.”
We go on to say “Dear friend, Let’s cut right to the chase, shall we? In the last 30 days, my online
marketing strategies have brought in over $228,086.18.” Then down below you see a picture of
Matt and he’s holding this big screen shot of his merchant account that proves he actually made
this money.
Do you see the balloon that goes right to the primary problem? The primary problem for this
market was two-fold and we’re getting right to it in the lead of the sales letter. The problem is:
number one, they don’t think they’re making any money and other people are; and number two,
they don’t believe anything anybody says.
So here’s what we did: Right away in the very top part of the lead we’ve said “Yep, everybody’s
making money but you, and here’s why…” Then Matt proves beyond the shadow of a doubt that
he’s actually making over $3 million a year in his Internet business and he shows a page from his
account. This is a powerful lead!
Now that you’ve got your prospective customer’s attention, you need to build rapport. Let’s look
at some case studies for rapport building. Much of this is coming from a sales letter for Stu
McLaren’s upcoming Idea Incubator Seminar.

This is not one of those giant seminars where there are hundreds and hundreds of people. It’s
for people who are in the beginning to intermediate stages of their business, or who have lots
of ideas but haven’t figured out how to implement them. These are people who prefer a more
intimate setting. Stu is accomplishing rapport building with these folks by talking about the
things that are important to them.
We know that some of the people who like the Idea Incubator Seminar-type of event are jaded
when it comes to certain other kinds of seminars. So Stu enumerates the reasons why it’s
different:
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“Number one: First wear your comfortable clothes. No dressy business clothes, okay? Because
ideas flow best when you’re comfortable. Wouldn’t you agree?” We know that people who
attend this event like to dress comfortably. There are certain seminars and certain audiences
that like to put on their finery, their ties, high heels, but the Idea Incubator crowd is a little
different.
“Number two: Next, you will get plenty of personal attention. You’ll get to meet and network
with the top idea creators in the world in a very intimate setting.” We also know this is important
to them. So, while we are talking about the benefits of the seminar, we’re also reflecting their
values back to them in the process.
“Number three: You don’t pay a dime unless…” You only pay if you absolutely agree. With this,
we’ve already started establishing the risk reversal. This is pretty early on in the sales letter,
actually.
There are also a large number of success stories in Stu’s letter. Stu has done a brilliant thing with
these. First of all, by making them look like clip-out coupons, they’re visually striking. Secondly,
instead of just the typical testimonial from a seminar attendee - which you so often see online he has actual success stories from people who attended his Idea Incubator Seminar in the past
and implemented what they learned.

Success story number one features Chris Howard, who has attended the Idea Incubator Seminar
two years running. You have a candid picture of Chris – it’s not a studio shot, so you feel like
that’s a real person. You get a little bit of a bio on Chris and how many times she’s attended Idea
Incubator and the fact that she was completely new to Internet marketing prior to attending the
seminar. You see what her background was and specific results she got, plus her actual website
so you can go check that out. Isn’t that a lot more effective than a standard testimonial?
This is another clipping from the Idea Incubator website sales letter. This is a very important part
of rapport building. You’ll see the arrow points and says“See me as I see myself…”. There are two
ways that you want to convey how you see your prospect in your copy.
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First, you see them as they see themselves - in their best light. The times when we’re thinking
well of ourselves, the times when we’re reflecting on our best qualities - we like it when people
reflect that back to us. If you think you are a people person, very gregarious and outgoing and
get along well with people and someone says to you, “You’re such a people person, you really
just get along great with people. I love that about you.” that fills you with warmth and joy
because that’s how you see yourself at your best.

So, you want to see your prospects as they see themselves in their best light. Not only that, but
you want to see them as they hope they are. Each of us secretly in our hearts hope that we have
certain aspirational qualities: that we’re smart, that we’re good moral people, that we’re beloved
by others, that we’re thought of as kind, that we’re accomplished, that we’re skilled. It’s a
different list for each of us.
Stu, in this copy, is addressing how people feel about themselves and how they hope they are
inside. What this particular paragraph points to is the hope that you’re already smart and you’ve
already got plenty of great ideas, you just need somebody to help bring them out and bring
them to life.
So you see the sub-head says,“You already have the ideas inside you.” Then Stu goes on to say,
“I’d like to show you how I do it, and how you can do it too, even if you think you don’t have any
expertise. If you do have, then look out! The ideas are already inside you!” That’s what people
aspire to. That’s what the market for this particular seminar respond to.
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This is a site called InternetMarketingWorkshopuk.com that I rewrote for Frank Garron, who is a
well-known Internet marketer. He’s got a great story. He started as a truck driver and built a six
figure income online. He has a remarkable rags-to-riches story. Frank has become quite popular
in the United Kingdom. One of the reasons is because he loves it there. He spends a lot of time
in London and he really knows the way of life there and he respects it.
So in his copy, in order to build rapport, one of the things that we did was include lots of
references to the fact that he is an honorary Brit. See the box where it says we turn a weakness
into a strength? That’s because right up front he says“My name is Frank Garron, and yes, I’m from
the U.S. - but as you may know now the United Kingdom is my ‘home away from home’…” Many
Brits might be thinking,“Here’s another pushy American who’s going to come over here and tell
us how to do things.” Frank is totally not that way. He’s a very humble and giving person, so we
immediately addressed that right up front. We took his weakness and turned it into a strength.
The next box says “Speak the language.” This could be a trick. It could be a tactic or technique
you use. In Frank’s case, it’s very much a reality. I think that becomes obvious reading through
the rest of his letter. You’ll see references and language patterns that sound strange to the
American ear. That’s because they’re written in British English. However, he uses words and
phrases that people in the UK are accustomed to hearing.
In one example Frank says, “I love a tall pint of Boddington’s at the local pub, settling in with
some good fish and chips with my mates in the UK.”That’s language that resonates with people
who live in Great Britain. They understand that this guy knows what he’s talking about and Frank
truly has integrated himself into British society. This is very authentic, it comes from an authentic
place, and it builds rapport, which is why he’s so well received in the UK.
I hope this encourages you to start dissecting sales copy on your own. The next time you’re
surfing the Web or reading the newspaper and you come across a sales letter, don’t just skip over
it. Read it intently. See if you can spot the fifteen basic elements. Analyze how well the
copywriter draws you in, identifies with you and convinces you he has a solution to your
problems.
Then, think how you could improve on his work and adapt it to your own sales copy.
Basic Training Complete: Now Go Practice!
Just reading about how to write sales copy won’t help you much; you need to go write some if
you want to get good.
The more you write, the faster you’ll get good.
So I encourage you to go get after it.
And I look forward to hearing about your success!
All My Best To You,
Ray Edwards
http://RayEdwards.com
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“Print & Post” CHECKLIST
The Fifteen Basic Elements of a Sales Letter
1. Pre-Head: Targets the prime prospect for your message and grabs their attention.
2. Headline: The “ad for the rest of the ad”, its job is to get the reader to keep reading.
3. Deck: Reinforces the impact of the idea proposed in the headline and arouses curiosity.
4. Body: The bulk of your text, it consists of all the elements below.
5. Subheads: Smaller headlines that separate major sections of your sales letter; the “bucket
brigade” of your copy.

6. Lead: Sets the criteria of who this letter is for and what they stand to gain by reading it.
7. Rapport: Demonstrates that you know the reader’s pain, understand their problem, and
identifies some common experiences you have with the reader.

8. Credibility: Answers one of the reader’s top objections to your proposal,“Why should I
listen to this person?”

9. Bullets: A brief statement that identifies a single benefit offered by your product or
service (but doesn’t reveal how that benefit is derived!)
10. Testimonials: Third-party verification that your solution does what it claims to do, from
credible people who know.
11. Value Justification: Highlights the value of your offer to the reader, and contrasts it
favorably to the price.

12. Risk Reversal: Removes the biggest obstacle to getting an order (the prospect’s fear
that you will rip them off ).

13. Bonus: A related but unexpected gift that enhances the value of your offer. The “extra
degree”.

14. Offer (Call to Action): Where you “ask for the order” and tell the reader what to do.
15. P.S: The place to sum up the top benefit of your product for your readers.
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